
Dazzling Dolls- Creating a Costumed Character – or a Creature with Attitude 

Madame Tussauds’- move over … 

Members of S & B are no walkover! 

 
   

 

Create a whimsical figure or character doll using polymer clay, wire armature and costuming.  

 

Many of us may have some polymer clay that has been waiting for the chance to emerge from hibernation and be 

transformed into an inspired piece! (If you don’t, polymer clay such as Sculpey can be purchased from Spotlight, Adart Art, 

Artery etc.)  

 

In this workshop, you will use creative problem-solving skills to design, construct and clothe your one-of-a-kind figure. 

 

Participants will sculpt a human or animal type head with polymer clay, which will later be attached to the armature (wire 

or wood). Wadding and fabric can then be added to develop the personality of this unique doll. 

This is an opportunity to raid the cupboards for fabric scraps, suede, batting, felt, wool, wire and foil etc to develop the 

character’s armature and costume using basic tools. The latter we would have in our tool kits. 

 

Themes for the figure could include Wild Woman. Wreath Maker, Barnacle Belle, Mother Earth, The Old King, Jail Bird, 

Bush Babe, Tarantella, Ogre, The Witchdoctor and Carnivale to name a few. 

This project just awaits your artistic input and flair! 

 

 

 

֍ This is  a 6 hour workshop. 

 



 

 

 Suggested list of materials for Dazzling Dolls: 

  Polymer Clay - recommend Super Sculpey “Living Doll”  ½ - 1 lb (270- 450g), if you don’t have any FIMO or Sculpey 

in your stash – The required amount will vary depending on how many “skin coloured” or Polymer clay features 

you wish to make such as head, arms/hands, feet and the size of these pieces. Available Spotlight, Artery, Adart 

 Armature –driftwood, sturdy wire- such as coat-hanger wire, 14 gauge fence wire, Tie wire 

 “Softer /Thinner wire” e.g. Pipe cleaners, Chenille sticks, florist wire/hanging wire- 20-24 gauge 

 Aluminium Foil 

 Plastic mat to work on 

 Sculpting /Modelling Tools- e.g. needles, pins, toothpicks, basic manicure set, small rolling pin 

 Stencil knife 

 Paper and fabric Scissors 

 Pliers- needle nose 

 Craft-glue 

 Handwipes- waterless 

 Tape- electrical, masking 

 Fabric Scraps- for stuffing, wrapping and clothing figure eg. batting, cotton, organza, silk, wool, cheesecloth, suede 

 Fibres for Hair and wrapping/securing batting- yarn, wool, telephone wire, frayed fabric 

 Sewing tools- Hand-stitching materials- sewing and tapestry needles, pins, thread  

 Basic drawing materials for planning 

 Sketchbook, scrap paper 

 Acrylic Paints/brushes, palette, water container optional for painting / enhancing features 

 Source material to work from-  

o faces with expressions- side (profile) and face on  

o images of a character or theme that inspires you as a springboard 

 Pasta Machine (optional) for conditioning clay, if you have one 

 Plastic bag for personal rubbish 

 

 


